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824 Acknowledgement Response 
 

Input Queue: Primary Input Queue (PrimaryInput) 

Action Settings 

These settings modify how the file for this action is generated. 

Transaction Version:  Optum Transaction Validation Manager can produce either the 4010 or the 
5010 version of the 824. For the 4010 we use the "Implementation Guide and Application 
Reporting" version 004010X161 and for the 5010 we use "Application Reporting" version 
005010X186 guide. Since some Insurance Business Process Application Error Codes (IBPAEC) are 
not directly mappable to the Optum Transaction Validation Manager error codes, the Optum 
Transaction Validation Manager implementation uses the IBPAEC when the code is mapped in the 
database, or the Optum Transaction Validation Manager error code if there is no code mapping in 
the database. In the case where there is not a code map, the proprietary code is reported with the 
ABS (Assigned by sender) qualifier.  Current Value:  824 Version 5010 

 

Create Response:  This setting controls the creation of the 824 Reporting transaction as a 
response to an X12 transaction. If no response is needed when there are no errors or no 
rejections, you can suppress the generation of the 824 Reporting transaction.  Current Value:  
Always in response to any transaction set  
 

Transaction Loop 2000: When building the 824 Reporting transaction there is an optional instance 
of Loop 2000 to report a transaction set summary. The transaction set summary (OTI02=TN) 
reports the total number of accepted and rejected items for the entire transaction set. This can be 
used by the received of the 824 Reporting transaction to balance against the total number of 
items sent in the transaction being acknowledged. This setting controls the production of Loop 
2000 to report the transaction set summary.  Current Value: Create Loop 200 for Transaction 
Summary 

 

Batch Loop 2000: When building the 824 Reporting transaction there is an optional instance of 
Loop 2000 to report a batch level summary. The batch level summary (OTI02=BT) reports the total 
number of accepted and rejected items for each batch. A batch is defined differently for each 
transaction. For example, on the 837 a batch is defined for each billing provider. Some 
transactions do not have the concept of batches in them. This can be used by the received of the 
824 Reporting transaction to balance against the total number of items sent in each batch of the 
transaction being acknowledged. This setting controls the production of Loop 2000 to report the 
batch level summary.  Current Value: Create Loop 200 for Batches, if possible  
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Unit Loop 2000:  When building the 824 Reporting transaction there must be at least one instance 
of Loop 2000. Normally Loop 2000 repeats for each Unit being reported in the acknowledgment. A 
unit is, for example, a claim, or a claim being paid in an 835 transaction. However, if you are sure 
you do NOT want to report a loop 2000 for each unit (see other settings below) and you want to 
completely suppress Loop 2000 with OTI02=IX, you can do so with this setting. In that case, you 
MUST create at least the transaction set version of the Loop 2000 in order to make a transaction in 
compliance with the implementation guide, since Loop 2000 is a required loop. This setting should 
be probably left at the default position in order to create compliant 824 Reporting transactions 
that acknowledge each of the units received. Current Value: Create Loop 2000 for Units 

Sort Units:  The 824 can be configured to alphabetically sort the Units by Batch and Patient before 
producing the 824. If you want the Units sorted, instead of the Units reported in the order they 
were in the transaction being acknowledged, you can select to sort here. Current Value: Do Not 
Sort  

Show Accepted:  The recommended use of the 824 Reporting is to report on both accepted and 
rejected claims/units. However, reporting of units that have been accepted can be suppressed, 
and the 824 Reporting is limited to report only on rejected units.  When reporting on accepted 
units there is the option to report them with the possible error messages, if any, or to report the 
acceptance of the units and to suppress the reporting of error messages on accepted units. The 
advantage of suppressing error messages on accepted units is that it produces smaller and 
cleaner 824 Reporting transactions, but it does not provide feedback to the user for proactive 
improvement of their HIPAA transactions.  In addition to this setting, the exclusion lists can be 
used to provide selective suppression of codes and messages in the 824 Reporting. Current 
Value: Report all units, errors shown even on accepted units 

 

Use Text Messages:  The RED01 data element can be used to report up to 80 bytes of Free-Form 
Message Text regarding the error. This text area can be populated with the Optum Transaction 
Validation Manager Error Code and/or the Optum Transaction Validation Manager error message 
in order to resolve situations where multiple errors result in the same Error Code.  Current Value: 
Use text for Optum Transaction Validation Manager Code and X12/EDI message 
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Control Number:  The 824 allows for a Claim Control Number or equivalent Internal Transaction 
Number to be present in a REF segment in Loop 2000. The Claim Control Number is sometimes 
known as CCN, Internal Control Number or ICN. This number is not assigned by Optum 
Transaction Validation Manager but is assigned by the payer's adjudication system. Optum 
Transaction Validation Manager 824 Reporting implementation includes the capability to pre-
populate a REF segment in Loop 2000 with the information necessary to look up the Claim Control 
Number from the adjudication system. If this option is selected, the resulting 824 Reporting will 
need to be post-processed by Optum Transaction Validation Manager in order to populate the 
true Claim Control Number from the adjudication system, and should not be considered complete 
until the Claim Control Numbers have been populated in the 824 Reporting. 

Another use of the Claim Control Number REF segment in Loop 2000 is to echo the contents of a 
REF*D9 that was received in an inbound claim back to the claim submitter. Typically this is used by 
a payer receiving claims from a clearinghouse. The Clearinghouse assigns a Claim Control Number 
to each claim in a REF*D9, and the payer's front-end echoes this REF*D9 back to the 
clearinghouse. In this case there is no need for post-processing of the 824 since the REF*D9 
echoed back is the same REF*D9 that was submitted by the clearinghouse.  Note: REF01 will be 
'1K' when produced by Optum Transaction Validation Manager, and 'D9' when echoing back a 
clearinghouse-produced reference.  Current Value:  Echo the REF*D9 as Claim Control Number (all 
claims) 

 

Acceptance Text:  Select the acceptance text to use in the Application Receiver Code (OTI05) when 
reporting accepted claims/units. In the latest version of the 824 IG the OTI05 is "Not Used" so we 
recommend that you leave this element to the default value of "-NotUsed-" in accordance with the 
current IG instructions. If this element is used, it could serve as an indication of the disposition of 
the item in the receiver system, including the name of the final processing system if you have 
multiple back-ends, test vs. production, intermediate vs. final report, etc. The string "-NotUsed-" 
tells Optum Transaction Validation Manager to not use OTI05.  Current Value: Not Used  

 

Rejection Text: Select the rejection text to use in the Application Receiver Code (OTI05) when 
reporting rejected claims/units. In the latest version of the 824 IG the OTI05 is "Not Used" so we 
recommend that you leave this element to the default value of "-NotUsed-" in accordance with the 
current IG instructions. If this element is used, it could serve as an indication of the disposition of 
the item in the receiver system, including the name of the final processing system if you have 
multiple back-ends, test vs. production, intermediate vs. final report, etc. The string "-NotUsed-" 
tells Optum Transaction Validation Manager to not use OTI05.  Current Value: Not Used 
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Exclusion Lists 

When generating the output file for this action, Optum Transaction Validation Manager can use 
one or more Exclusion Lists to either include or exclude specific errors or messages from the 
output (or from being considered while generating the output). To create or modify an Exclusion 
list, use the "Lists" menu item. 
 
When preparing the list of errors or messages to be used when building the report, the following 
logic is used: 

 
  1) Start with all errors and messages generated during analysis 
  2) Include only errors and messages found on all selected Inclusion lists (if any) 
  3) Remove errors and messages found on any selected Exclusion lists (if any) 
 

 
Usage Exclusion List Items 

   
Exclusion

 
Accept 999-999-9999 
Accept 999-999-9999  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Acceptable H1 Errors 
List of H1 errors we can ignore.  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Acceptable H4 Errors 
Acceptable H4 Errors  

5 (Show) 

    
Exclude N* Errors 
  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Exclude W warnings 
Exclude W warnings  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Ignore B Warnings 
  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Ignore P warnings 
Ignore P warnings  

1 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Ignore Unused HIPAA Errors 
Ignore Unused HIPAA Errors  

3 (Show) 

   
Exclusion

 
Ignore Y-code errors 
Ignore Y-code errors  

1 (Show) 

 


